
Mr. Roger Peinman 	 5/207 
Box 505 

Fresh Meadows, N.Y. 11365 

Dear Roger, 

Sitting on Atlantic Beach on a nice day (unless one recalls air pollution and low water levels) and catching up is the equivalent of what I think of often, working outside here. We live in such pribacy I could do it naked and only my wife would know. But **can read my siting' 
I an glad to hear from you. 1 present plan is Dallas on the 10th. 
MeCloy did not get where he is by answering questions of the kind you want answered. Bope your questions and his silence gm a good record. 
If CBS was anything other than CBS they would settle. They are not unique. Jim is handling another comparable to *Sagoki it for me. The rich and the powerful are often arrogant and stupid end 'previal because tey have power, not good sense. And few tackle them, never with public attention. (But if you have any stories on their admission that Ted group was CIA, his claim to have been only a conduit, I'd like it, Named tot part of their aired account several days &goat was when he was Washington Bureau hie.) When they respond be sure to stay within time limitations. Don't default. On Judge Polls& I suggest that instead of what you have heard about his reputation you consider the interests he served in his SST decision, And the reasoning as loll as the alleged interpretation of law. It ins a decision that reflects no conern for people. You may find that in his mind =NCBS. Special interest. 
I'm not trying to discourage and do not think you should be discouraged. Just do not be lulled and take nothing for granted except that it will be tough, 
What CIA has let out about the critics I have. It is far from all. They are staging tie and succeeding situ in what I think are their purposes. In these pages there is no connection you can trees to CBS. But the philosophy and the same arguments connect them. The same non0sequeturs, like no new evidence. 
Thanks for the Perry suggestions. You say you'll call. Sere is my approximate schedules 
I do not expect to be sew this week. I do expect both Les Payne and Profs Dave Wrens. I'll be in Washington a week from Tuesday, 6/7. I may go there the day before. Don't know yet. Ball is to testify then. Be'll string out the fifths but I want to hear the 

troions. Also, a dear friend is match involved, Art Kevin, investigative reporter for Station INIC. The ecomittee tricked Art into delivering Ball fora subpoena in the guise of a friendly interview at which Ball could have his own witness, Art. Ball then refused to talk to them. They are trying to lead bin into a trap. They have what can be taken many ways and they'll take one way and they'll use it on him, What is not nutty I'm sure they have not worked out to its end. I do not expect this to be the first tome they do not go off half-cocked, 
Whatever time I am in Washington I'll probably be home the night of the ?th. And except for seeing to it that my wife has grooestes until 1  leave the a.m, of the 10th. I may continue on to Calif. I expect to. I'll probably be gone for two weeks. 
I don't see your point on the administrationof the drug ITFK required and Carrico. Carrico knew the man was dead. I'm sure he also knew of the adzvanain deficiency. So what if&Wel told him to and gave it to him, the latter being ny recollection? My impression  Carrico is that he is absolutely straight. Be was with me. But I do not see the Asa-finesse of the question. If I get no further explanation and do get to see him I'll ask. 

Seeing him is related to mx purposes if the question is not. Ditto with Perry. I'll be staying with als Tagus, who is being very helpful about all of this. Aemember, this is in connection, with my suit for the JIM scientific tests. Not in connection with new investigations, happy as I an with anything new. I'm referring about purposes, not limitations. 	
Beet wishes, 
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